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essential definition meaning dictionary com
Mar 26 2024

essential definition absolutely necessary indispensable see examples of essential used in a sentence

essential definition meaning merriam webster
Feb 25 2024

the meaning of essential is of relating to or constituting essence inherent how to use essential in a sentence synonym discussion of essential

essential english meaning cambridge dictionary
Jan 24 2024

essential definition 1 necessary or needed 2 relating to something s or someone s basic or most important qualities learn more

essential definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Dec 23 2023

essential adjective basic relating to something s or someone s basic or most important qualities i love the building as it is and don t want to do anything to change its essential character she believes in
the essential goodness of human beings thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples

cambridge essential british english dictionary
Nov 22 2023

the cambridge essential british english dictionary is ideal for learners of english who want to build confidence in using an english only dictionary it has the words phrases and collocations that
beginning learners of british english need to know with easy to understand definitions and audio pronunciations and thousands of carefully chosen

essential definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Oct 21 2023

1 adjective something that is essential is extremely important or absolutely necessary to a particular subject situation or activity it was absolutely essential to separate crops from the areas that animals
used as pasture as they must also sprint over short distances speed is essential



essential definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Sep 20 2023

essential means very basic or necessary a good frying pan is one of a short list of kitchen essentials every cook must have to prevent fires it s essential to turn off appliances before leaving the house
the adjective essential is often followed by to or that it is essential to wash your hands

essential adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Aug 19 2023

check pronunciation essential definition of essential adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

essential meaning of essential in longman dictionary of
Jul 18 2023

from longman dictionary of contemporary english es sen tial1 ɪˈsenʃəl s3 w2 adjective 1 extremely important and necessary essential for to a good diet is essential for everyone it is essential that it is
essential that our pilots be given the best possible training it is essential to do something it is essential to book in advance

essential synonyms 191 similar and opposite words merriam
Jun 17 2023

1 as in necessary impossible to do without a well stocked public library is essential for the well being of a community synonyms similar words relevance necessary required integral needed needful vital
critical imperative crucial important must have indispensable requisite

essential wordreference com dictionary of english
May 16 2023

1 fundamental basic inherent intrinsic vital see necessary

essential definition of essential by the free dictionary
Apr 15 2023

1 vitally important absolutely necessary 2 basic fundamental the essential feature 3 completely realized absolute perfect essential beauty 4 biochemistry biochem of an amino acid or a fatty acid



necessary for the normal growth of an organism but not synthesized by the organism and therefore required in the diet 5

essential meaning cambridge learner s dictionary
Mar 14 2023

adjective uk ɪˈsenʃ ə l us essential adjective necessary add to word list b1 very important and necessary computers are an essential part of our lives fibre is essential for a healthy digestive system to do
sth it is essential to arrive early for the show that it is absolutely essential that she gets this message

essential definition meaning yourdictionary
Feb 13 2023

absolutely necessary indispensable requisite webster s new world similar definitions of relating to or being a condition or a disease whose cause is unknown essential hypertension american heritage
similar definitions containing or having the properties of a concentrated extract of a plant drug food etc an essential oil

essential adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Jan 12 2023

thesaurus see essential in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary check pronunciation essential definition of essential adjective in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

essential noun definition pictures pronunciation and
Dec 11 2022

an important basic fact or piece of knowledge about a subject the essentials of english grammar word origin see essential in the oxford advanced american dictionary see essential in the oxford learner
s dictionary of academic english check pronunciation essential definition of essential noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary

essential definition meaning britannica dictionary
Nov 10 2022

britannica dictionary definition of essential more essential most essential 1 extremely important and necessary as a fighter pilot he knows that good vision is essential reservations are essential
necessary needed if you plan to eat there on a saturday often to or for the river is essential to the region s economy



essential wiktionary the free dictionary
Oct 09 2022

essential comparative more essential superlative most essential necessary synonyms indispensable see also thesaurus requisite antonyms accidental accessorial incidental unnecessary unneeded

125 synonyms antonyms for essential thesaurus com
Sep 08 2022

view definitions for essential essential adjective as in important vital compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches crucial fundamental imperative important indispensable main necessary
needed vital strong matches capital cardinal chief leading prerequisite principal requisite weak matches constitutive foremost
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